APPENDICES to the 2018/19 BUDGET REPORT
APPENDIX W1

2017/18 TO 2021/22 CAPITAL PROGRAMME - MAJOR PROJECTS

Major Projects over £2m

GENERAL FUND
Schools - Pupil Places Programme
Schools – Minor Works Capital Programme
Schools - Other Capital Works
Highways & Bridges - TfL
Highways & Bridges - LBL
Catford town centre
Asset Management Programme
Excalibur Regeneration
Heathside & Lethbridge Regeneration
Lewisham Homes – Property Acquisition
Disabled Facilities Grant
Private Sector Grants and Loans
Fleet Replacement Programme
Beckenham Place Park
Smart Working Programme
ICT Tech Refresh Programme
Edward St. Development
Other Schemes

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT
Aids and Adaptations
Hostels Programme
Housing Matters Programme
Decent Homes Programme

TOTAL PROGRAMME

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
£m

£m

£m

2020/21

Total

£m

£m

12.5
3.7
3.9
2.4
5.3
3.5
3.8
2.7
5.5
10.0
1.3
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
1.0
0.7
6.4

17.7

1.0

0.8

3.5
3.3
2.5

3.5
0.8
2.5

6.0
0.7
0.6

0.7
0.6

64.5

63.2

24.5

10.1 162.3

0.4
0.4
9.0
26.4

0.4
0.4
28.0
43.9

0.4
0.4
21.1
34.4

0.4
1.6
0.4
1.6
9.4 67.5
34.5 139.2

36.2

72.7

56.3

44.7 209.9

100.7

135.9

80.8

54.8 372.2

1.1
3.1
4.8
3.9
1.1
10.0
0.7
1.0
2.6
5.5
2.0
0.7
4.9
4.1

1.7
0.6
0.2
4.2
0.2

0.6
0.5
0.0
0.1

32.0
3.7
5.0
2.4
15.4
12.4
12.7
2.7
6.6
26.0
3.4
2.8
3.1
8.2
2.9
2.4
9.8
10.8

APPENDIX W2
PROPOSED CAPITAL PROGRAMME - ORIGINAL TO LATEST BUDGET
Total
£000

Total
£000

GENERAL FUND
Original Budget (2017/18 Budget Report)
New Schemes during the year
Park Tennis Court Refurbishment
Adult Learning Lewisham Dev. Invitational centres
2017 Early Years Capital Funding
Edward Street Development
Glass Mill Soft Play
2017/18 Fleet Vehicle Replacement
Wearside Car Park works and Building demolition
Smart working programme
Catford Broadway Theatre
Approved variations on existing schemes
16/17 Underspends on various schemes
17/18 Disabled Facilities Grant – additional funding
17/18 TfL Highways Programme
Education Catering Investment – additional
funding
Pupil Places Programme
Lewisham Homes Property Acquisition – additional
funding
Heathside & Lethbridge
Catford town centre regeneration – additional
funding
Beckenham Place Park
Older Peoples Housing Project – Campshill Road
Deptford Southern Housing
Canonbie Road
Devolved Formula Capital
Resurfacing and Footways - additional funding
BSF - Sydenham – additional funding

Latest Budget

99,452

410
185
274
9,352
266
3,100
100
2,896
520

17,103

5,926
553
2,807
250
559
20,000
1,354
3,422
8,362
567
745
115
741
194
150

45,745

162,300

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT
Original Budget (2017/18 Budget Report)

237,157

Rephasing of:
Decent Homes Programme Budgets (15,357)
Housing Matters Programme Budgets (11,872)

(27,229)

Latest Budget

209,928

Latest Capital Programme 4 Year Budget
(17/18 to 20/21)

372,228

APPENDIX X1: Proposed Housing Revenue Account Savings 2018/19
X1.1 The HRA strategy and self-financing assessments are continually
updated and developed with the view to ensuring resources are
available to meet costs and investment needs and are funded for
2018/19 and future years.
X1.2 Savings and efficiencies delivered in the 2018/19 budget can be reinvested to off-sent constrained rent rises or to help bridge any
investment gap identified. As a prudent measure the original financial
model was developed with no savings identified. Subsequently,
discussions have taken place regarding appropriate savings and ‘target’
management and maintenance costs per unit. For example, there is
already an assumed reduction in the Lewisham Homes fee in 2018/19
to reflect stock losses through Right to Buy Sales. Although no direct
efficiencies/savings are currently being considered for 2018/19, work
continues to identify opportunities for cost reductions and efficiencies
relating to the HRA business model. Where identified, these savings
would be available to off-set future rental losses due to a constrained
uplift to protect investment in stock or services.
X1.3 An update of the HRA Strategy, Savings Proposals, proposed rent &
service charge increases and comments from consultation with tenant
representatives will be reported to Mayor & Cabinet as part of the HRA
Rents and budget strategy report. Mayor & Cabinet will make the final
budget decisions in the new year.

APPENDIX X2: Leasehold and Tenants Charges Consultation 2018/19

Committee

Brockley Residents Panel

Item No

Report Title

Leasehold and Tenant Charges Consultation

Contributor

Regenter Brockley Operations Manager

Class

Decision

Date

12th December 2017

1 Summary
1.1

The report sets out proposals to increase service charges to ensure full
cost recovery in line with Lewisham Council’s budget strategy.

1.2

The report requests Brockley Residents Panel members to consider the
proposals to increase service charges based on an uplift of 4.90% for
2018/19 on specific elements. This is based on full cost recovery in line
with previous years’ proposals.

2 Policy Context
2.1

The policy context for leasehold and tenant service charges is a mixture
of statutory and Council Policy.

2.2

The Council’s Housing Revenue Account is a ringfenced revenue
account. The account is required to contain only those charges directly
related to the management of the Council’s Housing stock. This requires
that leaseholder charges reflect the true cost of maintaining their
properties where the provision of their lease allows. This prevents the
situation occurring where tenants are subsidising the cost of
leaseholders who have purchased their properties.

3.

Recommendations

3.1

The Brockley Residents Panel is requested to consider and comment on
the proposals contained in this report and the feedback from the
residents will be presented to Mayor and Cabinet as part of the wider
rent setting report.

4.

Purpose

4.1

The purpose of the report is to:


outline the proposals for increases in service charges in line with the
contract arrangements for leaseholders and tenants to recover costs
incurred for providing these services

5.

Housing Revenue Account Charges

5.1

There are a number of charges made to residents which are not
covered through rents. These charges are principally:



Leasehold Service Charges



Tenant Service Charges

5.2

A service charge levy is applied to Tenants for caretaking, grounds
maintenance, communal lighting, bulk waste collection and window
cleaning. Tenants also pay a Tenants Fund Levy which is passed onto
the Tenants Fund as a grant.

5.3

The key principles that should be considered when setting service
charges are that:


The charge should be fair and be no more or less than the cost of
providing the service



The charge can be easily explained



The charge represents value for money



The charging basis allocates costs fairly amongst those receiving the
service



The charge to all residents living in a block will be the same

5.4

The principle of full cost recovery ensures that residents pay for services
consumed and minimises any pressures in the Housing Revenue
Account in providing these services. This is in line with the current
budget strategy.

5.5

In the current economic environment it must however be recognised that
for some residents this may represent a significant financial strain.
Those in receipt of housing benefit will receive housing benefit on
increased service charges. Approximately 50% of council tenants are in
receipt of housing benefit.

6.

Analysis of full cost recovery

6.1

The following section provides analysis on the impact on individuals of
increasing charges to the level required to ensure full cost recovery. The
tables indicate the overall level of increases.

6.2

Leasehold service charges
The basis of the leasehold management charge has been reviewed and
externally audited this summer to reflect the actual cost of the service. In
line with best practice in the sector this is now a fixed cost rather than a
variable cost. The management charge is £53.00 for street properties
and £145.30 for blocks.

6.2.1 The uplift in leaseholder charges should reflect full cost recovery for the
type of service undertaken. It is proposed that any uplift is applied at
4.90% [RPI (September 2017) +1.00%].

6.2.2 The following table sets out the average weekly increase for the current
services provided by Regenter Brockley:

Service

Leasehold
No.

Current
Weekly
Charge

Weekly
Increase

New
Weekly
Amount

Increase
(%)

Caretaking

393

£4.80

£0.24

£5.04

4.90%

Grounds
Maintenance

393

£2.50

£0.12

£2.62

4.90%

Lighting

393

£1.15

£0.06

£1.21

4.90%

Bulk Waste

393

£0.46

£0.02

£0.48

4.90%

Window Cleaning

221

£0.15

£0.01

£0.16

4.90%

Resident
Involvement

557

£0.23

£0.01

£0.24

4.90%

Customer Services

557

£0.36

£0.02

£0.38

4.90%

Ground Rent

557

£0.20

£0.01

£0.21

4.90%

General Repairs

557

£1.73

£0.08

£1.81

4.90%

Technical Repairs

400

£0.34

£0.02

£0.36

4.90%

Entry Phone

139

£0.05

£0.00

£0.05

4.90%

Lift

235

£0.31

£0.01

£0.32

4.90%

Management Fee

557

£1.70

£0.08

£1.78

4.90%

£13.98

£0.69

£14.67

4.90%

Total

6.3

Tenant service charges

6.3.1 Tenant service charges were separated out from rent (unpooled) in
2003/04, and have been increased by inflation since then. RB3 took
over the provision of the caretaking and grounds maintenance services
in 2007/08. Both tenants and leaseholders pay caretaking, grounds
maintenance, communal lighting, bulk waste collection and window
cleaning service charges.
6.3.2 In addition, tenants pay a contribution of £0.10pw to the Lewisham
Tenants Fund. At present there are no plans to increase the Tenants
Fund charges.
6.3.3 In order to ensure full cost recovery, tenant’s service charges for
caretaking, grounds maintenance and other services should be
increased in line with the percentage increase applied to leaseholder
service charges. Overall, charges are suggested to be increased by an
average of £0.43 pw which would move the current average weekly
charge from £8.72 to £9.15.

6.3.4 The effect of increases in tenant service charges to a level that covers
the full cost of providing the service is set out in the table below.

Service

Current
Weekly
Charge

Weekly
Increase

New
Weekly
Amount

Increase (%)

Caretaking

£4.80

£0.24

£5.04

4.90%

Grounds
Maintenance

£2.50

£0.12

£2.62

4.90%

Communal Lighting

£1.15

£0.06

£1.21

4.90%

Bulk Waste

£0.46

£0.02

£0.48

4.90%

Window Cleaning

£0.15

£0.01

£0.16

4.90%

Tenants fund

£0.10

£0.00

£0.10

Total

£9.16

£0.47

£9.63

6.3.5 The RB3 Board is asked for their views on these charges from April
2018 to March 2019. Results of the consultation will be presented to
Mayor and Cabinet for approval in Spring 2018.
7.

Financial implications
The main financial implications are set out in the body of the report.

8.

Legal implications

8.1.

Section 24 of the Housing Act 1985 provides that a local housing
authority may make such reasonable charges as they determine for the
tenancy or occupation of their houses. The Authority must review rents
from time to time and make such changes as circumstances require.
Within this discretion there is no one lawful option and any reasonable
option may be looked at. The consequences of each option must be
explained fully so that Members understand the implications of their
decisions.

8.2

Section 76 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 provides
that local housing authorities are under a duty to prevent a debit
balance in the HRA. Rents must therefore be set to avoid such a debit.

8.3

Section 103 of the Housing Act 1985 sets out the terms under which
secure tenancies may be varied. This requires: 

the Council to serve a Notice of Variation at least 4 weeks before the
effective date;



the provision of sufficient information to explain the variation;



an opportunity for the tenant to serve a Notice to Quit terminating
their tenancy.

8.4

The timetable for the consideration of the 2017/18 rent levels provides
an adequate period to ensure that legislative requirements are met.

8.5

Part III of Schedule 4 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989
provides that where benefits or amenities arising out of the exercise of a
Housing Authority’s functions, are provided for persons housed by the
authority, but are shared by the community as a whole, the authority
shall make such contribution to their HRA from their other revenue
accounts to properly reflect the community’s share of the benefits or
amenities.

8.6

Where as an outcome of the rent setting process, there are to be
significant changes in housing management practice or policy, further
consultation may be required with the tenants affected in accordance
with section 105 of the Housing Act 1985.

9.

Crime and disorder implications
There are no specific crime and disorder implications in respect of this
report paragraph.

10.

Equalities implications
The general principle of ensuring that residents pay the same charge for
the same service is promoting the principle that services are provided to
residents in a fair and equal manner.

11.

Environmental implications
There are no specific environmental implications in respect of this
report.

12.

Conclusion

12.1

Revising the level of charges ensures that the charges are fair and
residents are paying for the services they use.

12.2

The additional resources generated will relieve some of the current
pressures within Housing Revenue Account and will contribute to the
funding of the PFI contract which is contained within the authorities
Housing Revenue Account.

If you require any further information on this report please contact
Louise Vallance
Contract Manager
or
Sandra Simpson
Project Manager
Brockley.customerservice@pinnaclepsg.co.uk
or
on 0207 635 1200.

APPENDIX X3: Leasehold and Tenants Charges and Lewisham Homes
Budget Strategy 2018/19

APPENDIX X4: Other Associated Housing Charges for 2018/19
Garage Rents
1.

Allowance has been made for a 3.90% inflationary increase to all
garage rents across all managed areas, based on the RPI rate at
September 2017. This equates to an average increase of £0.46 per
week and raises the average basic charge from £11.82 to £12.28 per
week.

2.

Garage rents for the Brockley PFI managed area will therefore increase
from an average of £9.13 per week to £9.49 per week. This is a change
of £0.36per week.

3.

Garage rents for the Lewisham Homes managed area will therefore
increase from an average of £12.21 per week to £12.67 per week. This
equates to an increase of £0.46 per week.

4.

The authority will be commissioning a review into rental values across
the garage stock, with a view to reporting to Mayor & Cabinet sometime
in the next year recommending rental values to take forward in the
longer term. Any changes are likely to be consulted on and
implemented for financial year 2019/20 onwards

Tenants Levy
5.

As part of the budget and rent setting proposals for 2005/6, a sum of
£0.13 per week was ‘unpooled’ from rent as a tenants service charge in
respect of the Lewisham Tenants Fund. There was no change in
charges for the period 2009/10 to 2015/16 following consultation with
Housing Panels. The charge was reduced to its current level of
£0.10pw as part of the 2016/17 budget process.

6.

Lewisham Tenants Fund (LTF) have put forward proposals to vary this
levy for 2018/19 by £0.03pw which will raise the charge from £0.10pw
to £0.13pw. These were submitted to Housing Panels and agreed.
Therefore, the levy for 2018/19 will be increased to £0.13 per property
per week.

Hostel charges
7.

Hostel accommodation charges are set based on current Government
requirements and will reduce by around 1.0% (£0.35 per week).

8.

Hostel services charges are set to achieve full cost recovery, following
the implementation of self-financing. For 2018/19, the charge for

Caretaking/management and Grounds Maintenance will remain at
current levels. This will leave the average charge at £72.96 per unit per
week.
9.

In addition, the charge for Heat, Light & Power will also be held at
current levels and will remain at £5.98pw. Water charges will not be
increased and will remain at £0.19pw. The charge for Council Tax will
be based on the total recharged received from Council Tax section. All
charges will be based on the total number of hostel units and is forecast
to remain unchanged for 2018/19.

10.

Hostel residents were consulted on these proposals via individual
letters. Officers also invited hostel residents to meet them to discuss the
changes and how these may affect them. However, no comments or
representations were received.

Linkline Charges
11.

Subject to decision by the Mayor in respect of changes to charges for
linkline, proposals are currently being finalised to change the delivery of
the service to a ‘full visiting service’ to better reflect service need.
Current indications are that, if agreed, this may include an increase to
the charge of £0.25 per week. The current linkline charge is £5.56 per
week.

12.

Consultation with residents/current users of the service is due to be
undertaken in the New Year. The results of any consultation will be
reported to Mayor & Cabinet. Consultation would need to be completed
by mid-February 2018 to comply with the 28 day statutory notice of
charge increases and allow increased charges to be applied from April
2018. However, if consultation is delayed, the charge increase can only
be applied from April 2019. There are no proposals to increase the
maintenance charge, which will remain at £0.94 per week.

Private Sector Leasing (PSL)
13.

Rent income for properties used in the Private Sector Leasing (PSL)
scheme is a General Fund resource. Following consultation, the
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) announced that the
threshold for 2017/18 for housing benefits subsidy allowances will be
based on the January 2011 Local Housing Allowance, less 10%,
subject to a maximum capped amount of £500 per week. It is
recommended that rents for private sector leased properties are kept
within the 2011/12 weekly threshold, as set out in Table B3 below.

Table B3 - Local Housing Allowances for 2018/19 (used for PSL
purposes)
Bed Size
1 Bed
2 Bed
3 Bed
4 Bed
5 Bed

Total LHA Inner
Lewisham
£211.34
£268.47
£310.00
£413.84
£500.00

Total LHA Outer
Lewisham
£180.19
£211.34
£246.66
£310.00
£393.08

Heating & Hot Water Charges
14.

As part of last year’s rent setting process the Mayor agreed to continue
with the current formula methodology for calculating increases in
Heating & Hot Water charges to tenants and leaseholders. This formula
was originally approved by Mayor & Cabinet in December 2004.

15.

The current charging methodology allows a limited inflationary price
increase plus a maximum of £2 per week per property increase on the
previous years charge. Consumption levels are also updated and
included in the formula calculation.

16.

The existing corporate contract for the supply of electricity was ended
on 30th September 2017 and a new contract let by the property services
team with Crown Commercial Services; an Executive Agency of the
Cabinet Office. The contract frameworks have been designed to comply
with the findings of the Pan Government Energy Project, which
recommends that all public sector organisations adopt aggregated,
flexible and risk-managed energy procurement with public sector buying
organisations.

17.

The proposal for 2018/19 is for no increase to be applied to allow time
for the review of new contract prices and consumption data to be
updated. Once the review is complete it is likely that new prices will be
reflected in the 2019/20 charges to residents. The current average
charge is £9.89pw.

18.

The proposal for communal lighting is an increase of 0.89% or £0.01
per week. This will move the current average charge from £1.13pw to
£1.14pw. The increase is due to updated consumption rates.

19.

Officers will review the costs, actual energy usage and new contact
prices in both 2017/18 and 2018/19 as part of the monitoring regime.
Once the new long-term energy supply contracts are in place,
recommendations for changes to charges will be brought forward as
part of the 2019/20 budget process.

Appendix X5
Tenants’ rent and service charge consultation 2018/19
The Tenants' rent consultation meetings took place on 12 December 2017 with
Regenter B3 (Brockley) managed tenants and 14 December 2017 with
Lewisham Homes managed tenants.
Views of representatives on rent and service charge changes & savings
proposals.
Lewisham Homes
15+

Brockley PFI
9

No Comments

No comments

n/a

n/a

See Below

No comments

Garage Rents

No comments

See Below

Tenants Fund

No comments

No comments

No of representatives (excl
Cllrs)

Rent Reduction @ 1%

Savings Proposals:No Savings proposed

Service Charges inc:
Heating & Hot Water Charges

Summary of comments made by representatives
Lewisham Homes Panel

Rent reduction:
Agreed with no comments
Tenants Service Charges & Heating & Hot
water Charge:
Main questions related to the proposal to
enhance the grounds maintenance service which
was supported but was it enough to provide an
enhancement to the estates.
Lewisham Homes responded by informing
residents that the increase will provide resources
to pay for a new team and undertake tenant’s
suggestions for more/new panting on estates.
There was also a discussion on the
improvements needed to pavements and
walkways and the installation of Thames Water
smart meters.
These will be taken forward by Lewisham Homes
and responses provided at the next panel
meeting.
Garage Charges:
No comments
Tenants Fund:
Agreed with no comments
Savings Proposals:
n/a

Brockley PFI Area

Rent reduction:
Agreed with no comments
Tenants and Leaseholders Service Charges:
Agreed with no comments
Garage Charges:
Increase seams high, especially as there is no
parking enforcement on estates and cars are
frequently parking in front of resident garages
blocking them in.
There was also a query regarding repairs and the
process for reporting work requests.
Tenants Fund:
Agreed with no comments

APPENDIX Y1: Previously agreed budget savings for 2018/19
Agreed 28 September 2016
Ref.
A
A19
L
L8

Q
Q6
Q7

Description
Smarter & deeper integration of social care & health
Workforce productivity from better technology
Total
Culture and Community Services
Facilities management - retender of contract for Deptford
Lounge

18/19
£’000
300
300
130

Total

130

Safeguarding and Early Intervention
Developing alternative pathways for care
Review of Lewisham CAMHS
Total
Grand Total

100
50
150
580

APPENDIX Y2: Saving Proposals to Mayor and Cabinet on 6 December
2017
Ref.

Description

18/19
£’000

B

Supporting People

B4

Service economy rental income

70

Total

70

D

Efficiently review

D2

Corporate efficiency from Unallocated inflation

1,000

Total
Asset Optimisation
Income from Private Rented Scheme (PRS) Joint Venture
Total
Management and Corporate Overheads
Administrative budgets
Finance function efficiencies through the implementation
of Oracle Cloud
Loss of seconded Police Officer to Counter Fraud team
Balance sheet review of accounting policies
Total
School Effectiveness

1,000

E
E8
I
I12
I13
I14
I15
J
J18
K
K5
M
M8
O
O5

500
500
20
200
70
1,000
1,290

Statutory functions of School Effectiveness

366

Total
Statutory functions of School Effectiveness
Problem solving crime reduction
Total
Housing strategy and non-HRA funded services
Reduced costs of providing nightly paid accommodation
Total
Public Services
Council Tax single person discount review

366

Total

500

30
30
250
250
500

P

Planning and Economic Development

P3

Planning savings

270

Total

270

Grand Total

4,276

APPENDIX Y3: Ready Reckoner for Council Tax 2018/19

Ready Reckoner for Council Tax 2018/19
Budget

Council

Increase /

GLA

Total

Increase /

Requirement

Tax

(Decrease)

Precept

(Decrease)

(Band D)

Council
Tax
(Band D)

%

(Band D)
£'M

£

%

£

£

2017/18

232.747

1,157.68

4.99%

280.02

1,437.70

Recommended

241.281

1.203.87

3.99%

294.23

1,498.10

4.20%

240.791

1,198.20

3.50%

294.23

1,492.43

3.81%

240.290

1,192.41

3.00%

294.23

1,486.64

3.40%

239.790

1,186.62

2.50%

294.23

1,480.85

3.00%

239.289

1,180.83

2.00%

294.23

1,475.06

2.60%

238.790

1,175.05

1.50%

294.23

1,469.28

2.20%

238.289

1,169.26

1.00%

294.23

1,463.49

1.79%

237.788

1,163.47

0.50%

294.23

1,457.70

1.39%

237.288

1,157.68

0.00%

294.23

1,451.91

0.99%

APPENDIX Y4: Chief Financial Officer’s Section 25 Statement
1.

This statement makes reference to the 2018/19 Budget Report to Mayor
& Cabinet circulated to all Members.

2.

Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) to report to an authority when it is making the
statutory calculations required to determine its Council Tax. The
Authority is required to take the report into account when making the
calculations. The report must deal with the robustness of the estimates,
included in the budget and the adequacy of the reserves, for which the
budget provides. This Statement also reflects the requirements of
CIPFA’s current Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP) Bulletin 99 on
‘Local Authority Reserves and Balances’.

3.

Section 114 of the Local Government Act 1988, requires the CFO to
issue a report to all the Local Authority members to be made by that
officer, in consultation with the monitoring officer and head of paid
service, if there is or is likely to be unlawful expenditure or an
unbalanced budget.
Generally

4.

The Council has already made savings from its revenue budget of
£160m since May 2010. The Medium Term Financial Strategy was
reported to Mayor & Cabinet in July 2017. This set out that an
estimated £33m of savings is required by 2019/20. To date saving
proposals for £4.8m have been presented for scrutiny and agreed by
Mayor & Cabinet for 2018/19, leaving a budget gap of £8.6m to be
funded from reserves.

5.

The final Local Government Finance Settlement announced on the 6
February 2018 confirmed the settlement for 2018/19 as part of the four
year settlement to 2019/20 for local government.

6.

The Council has prepared forecasts beyond 2019/20 to 2022/23,
However, these are tentative at this stage as they are be subject to,
amongst other things, the results of the next Comprehensive Spending
Review, results of the delayed Fair Funding Review, any move to 100%
business rates retention by local government in 2020, and possible
changes to health and social care governance and funding
arrangements. From the government’s financial forecasts and outlook,
further reductions to local government funding are to be expected into at
least the mid 2020s.

7.

The Council continues to take a prudent approach towards financial
planning. During these times, the Council will need to weigh up the
need to hold reserves and balances against the increased risk to
delivery of the budget if services are not transformed so that they are
managed within the resources available.

8.

The report discusses the use of once off reserves and balances when
considering the in-year financial position, transformation opportunities,
and savings requirements to enable members to set a balanced budget.
In particular the proposal to draw up to a further £5m from reserves to
support ‘invest to save’ projects in 2018/19. This commitment is
additional to the use of once off resources required to meet any
overspends and to balance the budget until the required savings are
delivered.

9.

This balance of risk and reserves is even more important for the Council
looking to 2018/19 and future years as a number of fundamental
changes are proposed to the way in which local government will be
financed. The emphasis of these changes is focused on local
authorities becoming more self-sufficient and less reliant on central
government grant.
Budget Risks

10.

During 2017/18 there have been a number of pressures which have
crystallised due to increasing demographics and legislative changes.
For example; children social care, demand for adult social care,
transport costs, and waste disposal costs. Consideration is given in the
report to the management and funding of these risks. It is also to be
noted that going into the seventh consecutive year of sustained and
significant budget reductions, the proposals to save money have
necessarily become more ambitious, more risky and carry a higher level
of uncertainty about the exact timing and value they will deliver.

11.

In addition to the Council’s General Fund, other areas of the Council’s
activities face resource constraints and if not managed could potentially
present impact the General Fund. For example:
 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) which is impacted by the
national right-to-buy and four years of annual 1% rent reduction for
social housing policies. These policies put pressure on the HRA
and its plans to bring forward more housing.
 Changes to the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) with the
implementation of the new national funding formula from 2018/19.
These changes create budget pressures for Lewisham schools.

12.

These HRA and DSG risks and those related to the Capital Programme
are discussed in more detail in the budget report. In respect of the
capital works these are managed scheme by scheme. Officers review
required funding (be it from capital receipts, grant support, or borrowing)
quarterly. The most recent review was in January 2018 and updated
projections are reported regularly to Mayor & Cabinet.

13.

In setting this budget, the Council will maintain a level of corporate
balances and reserves which should be adequate to deal with any risk
associated with the delivery of this budget. That said there are still
considerable risks associated with delivering the scale of savings
required. The Chief Financial Officer recommends that the unearmarked reserves are held at the current level of £13.0m. Should the

need arise to call upon these reserves during the year, consideration
should be given to replenish them as soon as possible.
14.

In addition, the Council held Specific Earmarked Reserves which
totalled £71m at the end of March 2017 (£80m at March 2016). These
funds are earmarked for various future planned spending and to
undertake one-off projects or work that does not happen every year.
Examples include, the transformation fund, redundancy provisions,
elections, replacement of obsolete equipment and contractual claims
that may become due (e.g. dilapidations that may become payable on
properties we lease from the private sector to provide housing).

15.

The 2018/19 budget pressures have been outlined in the main budget
report. These include a range of pressures, some of which cannot be
quantified at this stage, and include: demographic pressures for children
and adult services; unachieved savings and further potential changes to
funding as a result of government legislation and reform. These funds
will either be transferred to the Directorate budgets where quantifiable
and not thought to be directly controllable at the start of the year or held
corporately until such time as the pressure emerges during the year.
Budget assumptions
Inflation

16.

For financial planning purposes in the budget, the Council anticipates an
average inflation of 2.5% per annum, which equates to approximately
£4.4m for both pay and non-pay costs.

17.

Moving forward, officers will need to closely monitor inflationary
pressure on contracts, which in many cases, continue to outstrip the
current level of Consumer Prices Index (CPI) inflation. In particular, this
applies to those areas which are viewed as being particularly sensitive
to contract price changes, for example; Adult Social Care or long term
fixed rate contracts such as the range of PFI contracts which the
Council is currently engaged with.
Savings

18.

19.

Identifying savings
The Council, through the Lewisham Future Programme, continues to
look at reshaping the Council over the medium term. This Programme
recognises that in the eighth consecutive year of spending reductions
even greater innovation, focus on the customer, and cross-cutting
thinking is required to deliver savings. This whilst attempting to
minimise the impacts on residents and customers reliant on Lewisham
Council services.
The Programme comprises a mixture of thematic and cross-cutting
reviews. Some examples of these include: smarter assessment
arrangements and deeper integration of social & health care, including
public health; approach to safeguarding and early intervention services;
opportunities for asset rationalisation; a strategic review of income

generation and the drive to make further reductions in management and
corporate overheads.
20.

21.

Since 2014/15 the Council’s annual budgets have been supported by
the use of reserves, mostly drawn from the New Homes Bonus reserve.
The 2018/19 budget again makes use of once off resources - £5.0m
from New Homes Bonus and £3.6m of earmarked reserves. Going
forward, ongoing measures will need to be put in place to ensure the
sustainability of the budget.

Implementing savings
There is a risk that one or more budget savings, in full or in part, may
not be delivered on time in the year. The Council operates financial
management on the principle of devolved responsibility for budgets to
managers in Directorates. This is managed through the monthly budget
monitoring process with quarterly updates provided in the budget
monitoring reports for members. The extent to which any anticipated
savings are not delivered adds to future pressures, as noted with the
£12.9m forecast Directorate overspend for 2017/18.
Budget control

22.

Going forward into 2018/19 the Council will continue to maintain its
strong systems for monitoring expenditure and controlling expenditure
through Directorate cash limits.

23.

During 2017/18 instructions to budget managers were re-affirmed to
ensure tight spending on budgets and focus on ensuring the Council’s
budget position remains within budget at the year-end. However,
throughout the year the Council has forecast a persistent overspending
position. The forecast outturn position for the year at November 2017
was an overspend of £12.9m. This will likely reduce with the application
of the unallocated element of the risk and pressures monies in the
2017/18 budget. Any overspend at the end of the financial year will
have to be met from once off resources.

24.

For 2018/19, the budget holders within Directorates are again being
requested to endorse their cash limits before the start of the financial
year and provide confirmation of an ability to deliver their services within
the agreed allocated resources. At this stage it is expected that the
Departmental Expenditure Panels and the Corporate Expenditure Panel
will continue into 2018/19 and this will be kept under review.

25.

Given the forecast outturn position in 2017/18, the level of savings
required for 2018/19 and the anticipated significant level of savings/cuts
required in the years beyond; it remains critically important to monitor
the progress being made in implementing these savings throughout the
year.

Conclusion
26.

The Council has an established and mature approach for producing and
maintaining its annual budget. Its financial plans and strategies have
contributed to the achievement of the Council’s corporate objectives to
date. However, continuing public sector austerity in the face of
demographic growth and rising demand for services increases the
uncertainty on managing future financial pressures within the available
resources.

27.

The Council has drawn on once-off resources for four years and will do
so again in 2018/19. This approach has been used to allow the Council
to identify and implement cost reduction and transformational changes
in a measured way. However, it does need to be recognised that this is
not sustainable over the long term as continued use of reserves, if
unplanned, could reduce the resilience of the Council to respond flexibly
to unforeseen expenditure or continued resource reduction.

28.

2017/18 was the eighth consecutive year the Council has made
sustained budget reductions and with the local finance settlement for
2018/19 we know this will continue. The measures taken to date have,
in the main, been successful. However, the identification and
implementation of savings is becoming more challenging and taking
longer to achieve. This pressure is expected to continue and tight
control will need to be exercised over the budget for 2018/19 given the
level of risk the Council faces. As well as managing within budget,
attention also needs to continue to be focussed on identifying the
savings necessary to achieve a balanced budget in future years.

29.

The use of once off resources on a continuous basis to balance the
annual budget is not sustainable and could quickly lead to the depletion
of reserves. Should the Council find itself in a position where it does not
have the resources to meet expenditure this would lead to the
consideration of a Section 114 notice. Whilst the Council does currently
have adequate reserves and an established financial management
regime, the budget preparation for both the short and medium term must
remain a priority.
David Austin – Head of Corporate Resources
(Acting) Chief Financial Officer – Section 151
February 2018

APPENDIX Y5: Council Tax and Statutory Calculations
Council Tax Calculation
As part of the Localism Act 2011, core Council Tax may not be increased by
3% or more (inclusive of levies) without triggering an automatic referendum of
all registered electors in the borough. In addition, there is also the opportunity
to increase Council Tax by up to a further 3% under the social care precept for
2018/19. This means, for 2018/19, an automatic referendum will now be
triggered if the Council Tax increase is 6% or above. The recommended social
care precept for 2018/19 is 1%, therefore the recommended total increase is
3.99%. The statutory calculation for whether the Council is required to hold a
referendum is based upon the ‘relevant basic’ amount of Council Tax, which
under accounting regulations, includes levies. Any final recommendations on
Council Tax levels will need to meet statutory requirements.
To date, Lewisham has not received formal notifications from its levy bodies for
2018/19 – the Environment Agency, the LPFA and the Lee Valley Regional
Park. A zero percent increase has been assumed.
Council Tax and Levies
‘Relevant Basic’ Amount of Council Tax

Council Tax Base
Council Tax Requirement with Levy (£)
Basic Amount of Council Tax (£)
Increase in basic amount of Council
Tax (%)

Levy bodies for Lewisham
LPFA
Lee Valley Regional Park
Environment Agency
Total Levies

2017/18

2018/19

81,087.65
93,873,550
1,157.68

86,456.64
104,082,555
1,203.87

4.99%

3.99%

2017/18
£
1,229,386
224,364
178,500
1,632,250

2018/19
£
1,229,386
224,364
178,500
1,632,250

Change
£
0
0
0
0

The term “relevant basic amount of council tax” is defined in section 52ZX of
the 1992 Act (inserted as above and amended by section 41(1) and (9) to (13)
of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014).

Statutory Calculations
1) It be noted that at its meeting on 17 January 2018, the Council calculated
the number of 86,456.64 as its Council Tax base for 2018/19 in accordance
with the Local Authorities (Calculation of Tax base) Regulations;
2) The following amounts be now calculated by the Council for the year
2018/19 in accordance with the Local Government Finance Act 1992:
a. £990,131,763.94 being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council
estimates for gross expenditure, calculated in accordance with Section 32(2)A
of the Act;
b. £748,851,128.10 being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council
estimates for income, calculated in accordance with Section 32(3)A of the Act;
c. £241,280,635.84 being the amount by which the aggregate of 2(a) above
exceeds the aggregate of 2(b) above, calculated by the Council, in accordance
with Section 32A(4) of the Act, as its General Fund budget requirement for the
year;
d. £128,470,080.64 being the aggregate of the sums which the Council
estimates will be payable for the year into its General Fund in respect of the
Settlement Funding Assessment.
e. £112,810,555.20 being the residual amount required to be collected from
Council Tax payers. This includes the surplus on the Council’s Collection Fund
of £8,728,000.
f. £1,203.87 being the residual sum at (e) above (less the surplus on the
Collection Fund), divided by the Council Tax base of 86,456.64 which is
Lewisham’s precept on the Collection Fund for 2018/19 at the level of Band D;
Band

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Council Tax
(LBL)
£
802.58
936.34
1,070.11
1,203.87
1,471.40
1,738.92
2,006.45
2,407.74

Being the amounts given by multiplying the amount at (f) above by the number
which, in proportion set out in Section 5(1) of the Act, is applicable to dwellings
listed in a particular valuation band divided by the number which in that
proportion is applicable to dwellings listed in valuation Band D, calculated by
the Council in accordance with Section 36(1) of the Act, as the amounts to be
taken into account for the year in respect of categories of dwellings listed in
different valuation bands;

3) It be noted that for the year 2018/19, the Greater London Authority is
currently consulting on the following amounts in precepts issued to the Council,
in accordance with Section 40 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 (as
amended), for each of the categories of dwellings shown below:Band

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

GLA
Precept
£
196.15
228.85
261.54
294.23
359.61
425.00
490.38
588.46

4) Having calculated the estimated aggregate amount in each case of the
amounts at 2) (f) and 3) above, the Council, in accordance with Section 30(2)
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, assumed the following amounts as
the amounts of Council Tax for the year 2018/19 for each of the categories of
dwellings shown below:-

Band

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Total Council
Tax
(LBL & GLA)
£
998.73
1,165.19
1,331.65
1,498.10
1,831.01
2,163.92
2,496.83
2,996.20

APPENDIX Z1: Interest Rate Forecasts 2018 - 2021
The Council has appointed Link Asset Services as its Treasury advisor and
part of their service is to assist the Council to formulate a view on interest
rates. The following table gives Link’s central view.
Period

Bank Rate

PWLB Borrowing Rates %
(including certainty rate adjustment of 20
basis points)

%
Dec 2017
Mar 2018
Jun 2018
Sep 2018
Dec 2018
Mar 2019
Jun 2019
Sep 2019
Dec 2019
Mar 2020
Jun 2020
Sep 2020
Dec 2020
Mar 2021

5 year
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

1.50
1.60
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.80
1.90
1.90
2.00
2.10
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.30

25 year
2.80
2.90
3.00
3.00
3.10
3.10
3.20
3.20
3.30
3.40
3.50
3.50
3.60
3.60

50 year
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90
2.90
3.00
3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.30
3.40
3.40

APPENDIX Z2: Economic Background
Global Outlook
World growth looks to be on an encouraging trend of stronger performance, rising
earnings and falling levels of unemployment. In October, the IMF upgraded its
forecast for world growth from 3.2% to 3.6% for 2017 and 3.7% for 2018.
In addition, inflation prospects are generally muted and it is particularly
notable that wage inflation has been subdued despite unemployment falling to
historically very low levels in the UK and US. This has led to many comments
by economists that there appears to have been a fundamental shift downwards
in the Phillips curve (this plots the correlation between levels of unemployment
and inflation e.g. if the former is low the latter tends to be high). In turn, this
raises the question of what has caused this. The likely answers probably lay in
a combination of a shift towards flexible working, self-employment, falling union
membership and a consequent reduction in union power and influence in the
economy, and increasing globalisation and specialisation of individual
countries, which has meant that labour in one country is in competition with
labour in other countries which may be offering lower wage rates, increased
productivity or a combination of the two. In addition, technology is probably
also exerting downward pressure on wage rates and this is likely to grow with
an accelerating movement towards automation, robots and artificial
intelligence, leading to many repetitive tasks being taken over by machines or
computers. Indeed, this is now being labelled as the start of the fourth
industrial revolution.
KEY RISKS - central bank monetary policy measures. Looking back on
nearly ten years since the financial crash of 2008 when liquidity suddenly dried
up in financial markets, it can be assessed that central banks’ monetary policy
measures to counter the sharp world recession were successful. The key
monetary policy measures they used were a combination of lowering central
interest rates and flooding financial markets with liquidity, particularly through
unconventional means such as Quantitative Easing (QE), where central banks
bought large amounts of central government debt and smaller sums of other
debt.
The key issue now is that the period of stimulating economic recovery and
warding off the threat of deflation is coming towards its close and a new period
has already started in the US, and more recently in the UK, on reversing those
measures i.e. by raising central rates and (for the US) reducing central banks’
holdings of government and other debt. These measures are now required in
order to stop the trend of an on-going reduction in spare capacity in the
economy, and of unemployment falling to such low levels that the reemergence of inflation is viewed as a major risk. It is, therefore, crucial that
central banks get their timing right and do not cause shocks to market
expectations that could destabilise financial markets. In particular, a key risk is
that because QE-driven purchases of bonds drove up the price of government
debt, and therefore caused a sharp drop in income yields, this then also
encouraged investors into a search for yield and into investing in riskier assets
such as equities. This resulted in bond markets and equity market prices both
rising to historically high valuation levels simultaneously. This, therefore,
makes both asset categories vulnerable to a sharp correction. It is important,

therefore, that central banks only gradually unwind their holdings of bonds in
order to prevent destabilising the financial markets. It is also likely that the
timeframe for central banks unwinding their holdings of QE debt purchases will
be over several years. They need to balance their timing to avoid squashing
economic recovery by taking too rapid and too strong action, or, alternatively,
letting inflation run away by taking action that was too slow and/or too weak.
The potential for central banks to get this timing and strength of action
wrong are now key risks.
There is also a potential key question over whether economic growth has
become too dependent on strong central bank stimulus and whether it will
maintain its momentum against a backdrop of rising interest rates and the
reversal of QE. In the UK, a key vulnerability is the low level of productivity
growth, which may be the main driver for increases in wages; and decreasing
consumer disposable income, which is important in the context of consumer
expenditure primarily underpinning UK GDP growth.
A further question that has come to the fore is whether an inflation target for
central banks of 2% is now realistic given the shift down in inflation pressures
from internally generated inflation (i.e. wage inflation feeding through into the
national economy), given the above mentioned shift down in the Phillips curve.
 Some economists favour a shift to a lower inflation target of 1% to
emphasise the need to keep the lid on inflation. Alternatively, it is
possible that a central bank could simply ‘look through’ tepid wage
inflation, (i.e. ignore the overall 2% inflation target), in order to take
action in raising rates sooner than might otherwise be expected.
 However, other economists would argue for a shift UP in the inflation
target to 3% in order to ensure that central banks place the emphasis
on maintaining economic growth through adopting a slower pace of
withdrawal of stimulus.
 In addition, there is a strong argument that central banks should target
financial market stability. As mentioned previously, bond markets and
equity markets could be vulnerable to a sharp correction. There has
been much commentary, that since 2008, QE has caused massive
distortions, imbalances and bubbles in asset prices, both financial and
non-financial. Consequently, there are widespread concerns at the
potential for such bubbles to be burst by exuberant central bank action.
On the other hand, too slow or weak action would allow these
imbalances and distortions to continue or to even inflate them further.
 Consumer debt levels are also at historically high levels due to the
prolonged period of low cost of borrowing since the financial crash. In
turn, this cheap borrowing has meant that other non-financial asset
prices, particularly house prices, have been driven up to very high
levels, especially compared to income levels. Any sharp downturn in the
availability of credit, or increase in the cost of credit, could potentially
destabilise the housing market and generate a sharp downturn in house
prices. This could then have a destabilising effect on consumer
confidence, consumer expenditure and GDP growth. However, no
central bank would accept that it ought to have responsibility for
specifically targeting house prices.

UK Outlook
After the UK surprised on the upside with strong economic growth in 2016,
growth in 2017 has been disappointingly weak; quarter 1 came in at only
+0.3% (+1.8% y/y), quarter 2 was +0.3% (+1.5% y/y) and quarter 3 was
+0.4% (+1.5% y/y). The main reason for this has been the sharp increase in
inflation, caused by the devaluation of sterling after the EU referendum,
feeding increases in the cost of imports into the economy. This has caused, in
turn, a reduction in consumer disposable income and spending power and so
the services sector of the economy, accounting for around 80% of GDP, has
seen weak growth as consumers cut back on their expenditure. However, more
recently there have been encouraging statistics from the manufacturing
sector which is seeing strong growth, particularly as a result of increased
demand for exports. It has helped that growth in the EU, our main trading
partner, has improved significantly over the last year while robust world growth
has also been supportive. However, this sector only accounts for around 10%
of GDP so expansion in this sector will have a much more muted effect on the
overall GDP growth figure for the UK economy as a whole.
While the Bank of England is expected to give forward guidance to prepare
financial markets for gradual changes in policy, the Monetary Policy
Committee, (MPC), meeting of 14 September 2017 managed to shock
financial markets and forecasters by suddenly switching to a much more
aggressive tone in terms of its words around warning that Bank Rate will need
to rise soon. The Bank of England Inflation Reports during 2017 have clearly
flagged up that it expected CPI inflation to peak at just under 3% in 2017,
before falling back to near to its target rate of 2% in two years’ time. The Bank
revised its forecast for the peak to just over 3% at the 14 September meeting.
(Inflation actually came in at 3.0% in both September and October so that
might prove now to be the peak.) This marginal revision in the Bank’s forecast
can hardly justify why the MPC became so aggressive with its wording; rather,
the focus was on an emerging view that with unemployment having already
fallen to only 4.3%, the lowest level since 1975, and improvements in
productivity being so weak, that the amount of spare capacity in the
economy was significantly diminishing towards a point at which they now
needed to take action. In addition, the MPC took a more tolerant view of low
wage inflation as this now looks like a common factor in nearly all western
economies as a result of automation and globalisation. However, the Bank was
also concerned that the withdrawal of the UK from the EU would effectively
lead to a decrease in such globalisation pressures in the UK, and so this would
cause additional inflationary pressure over the next few years.
At Its 2 November meeting, the MPC duly delivered a 0.25% increase in Bank
Rate. It also gave forward guidance that they expected to increase Bank Rate
only twice more in the next three years to reach 1.0% by 2020. This is,
therefore, not quite the ‘one and done’ scenario but is, nevertheless, a very
relaxed rate of increase prediction in Bank Rate in line with previous
statements that Bank Rate would only go up very gradually and to a limited
extent.
However, some forecasters are flagging up that they expect growth to
accelerate significantly towards the end of 2017 and then into 2018. This view

is based primarily on the coming fall in inflation, (as the effect of the effective
devaluation of sterling after the EU referendum drops out of the CPI statistics),
which will bring to an end the negative impact on consumer spending power. In
addition, a strong export performance will compensate for weak services sector
growth. If this scenario was indeed to materialise, then the MPC would be likely
to accelerate its pace of increases in Bank Rate during 2018 and onwards.
It is also worth noting the contradiction within the Bank of England between
action in 2016 and in 2017 by two of its committees. After the shock result of
the EU referendum, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted in August
2016 for emergency action to cut Bank Rate from 0.50% to 0.25%, restarting
£70bn of QE purchases, and also providing UK banks with £100bn of cheap
financing. The aim of this was to lower borrowing costs, stimulate demand for
borrowing and thereby increase expenditure and demand in the economy. The
MPC felt this was necessary in order to ward off their expectation that there
would be a sharp slowdown in economic growth. Instead, the economy grew
robustly, although the Governor of the Bank of England strongly maintained
that this was because the MPC took that action. However, other commentators
regard this emergency action by the MPC as being proven by events to be a
mistake. Then in 2017, we had the Financial Policy Committee (FPC) of the
Bank of England taking action in June and September over its concerns that
cheap borrowing rates, and easy availability of consumer credit, had resulted in
too rapid a rate of growth in consumer borrowing and in the size of total
borrowing, especially of unsecured borrowing. It, therefore, took punitive action
to clamp down on the ability of the main banks to extend such credit! Indeed,
a PWC report in October 2017 warned that credit card, car and personal loans
and student debt will hit the equivalent of an average of £12,500 per household
by 2020. However, averages belie wide variations in levels of debt with much
higher exposure being biased towards younger people, especially the 25-34
year old band, reflecting their lower levels of real income and asset ownership.
One key area of risk is that consumers may have become used to cheap rates
since 2008 for borrowing, especially for mortgages. It is a major concern that
some consumers may have over extended their borrowing and have
become complacent about interest rates going up after the Bank Rate had
been unchanged at 0.50% since March 2009 until falling further to 0.25% in
August 2016. This is why forward guidance from the Bank of England
continues to emphasise slow and gradual increases in Bank Rate in the
coming years. However, consumer borrowing is a particularly vulnerable area
in terms of the Monetary Policy Committee getting the pace and strength of
Bank Rate increases right - without causing a sudden shock to consumer
demand, confidence and thereby to the pace of economic growth.
Moreover, while there is so much uncertainty around the Brexit negotiations,
consumer confidence, and business confidence to spend on investing, it is far
too early to be confident about how the next two to three years will actually pan
out.
Eurozone
Economic growth in the Eurozone (EZ), (the UK’s biggest trading partner), had
been lacklustre for several years after the financial crisis despite the ECB
eventually cutting its main rate to -0.4% and embarking on a massive
programme of QE. However, growth picked up in 2016 and has now gathered
substantial strength and momentum thanks to this stimulus. GDP growth was

0.6% in quarter 1 (2.0% y/y), 0.7% in quarter 2 (2.3% y/y) and +0.6% in quarter
3 (2.5% y/y). However, despite providing massive monetary stimulus, the
European Central Bank is still struggling to get inflation up to its 2% target and
in October inflation was 1.4%. It is therefore unlikely to start on an upswing in
rates until possibly 2019. It has, however, announced that it will slow down its
monthly QE purchases of debt from €60bn to €30bn from January 2018 and
continue to at least September 2018.
USA
Growth in the American economy was notably erratic and volatile in 2015 and
2016. 2017 is following that path again with quarter 1 coming in at only 1.2%
but quarter 2 rebounding to 3.1% and quarter 3 coming in at 3.0%.
Unemployment in the US has also fallen to the lowest level for many years,
reaching 4.1%, while wage inflation pressures, and inflationary pressures in
general, have been building. The Fed has started on a gradual upswing in
rates with four increases in all and three increases since December 2016; and
there could be one more rate rise in 2017, which would then lift the central rate
to 1.25 – 1.50%. There could then be another four increases in 2018. At its
September meeting, the Fed said it would start in October to gradually unwind
its $4.5 trillion balance sheet holdings of bonds and mortgage backed
securities by reducing its reinvestment of maturing holdings.
China
Economic growth has been weakening over successive years, despite
repeated rounds of central bank stimulus; medium term risks are increasing.
Major progress still needs to be made to eliminate excess industrial capacity
and the stock of unsold property, and to address the level of non-performing
loans in the banking and credit systems.
Japan
Japan has been struggling to stimulate consistent significant growth and to get
inflation up to its target of 2%, despite huge monetary and fiscal stimulus. It is
also making little progress on fundamental reform of the economy.
Brexit timetable and process
 March 2017: UK government notifies the European Council of its
intention to leave under the Treaty on European Union Article 50
 March 2019: initial two-year negotiation period on the terms of exit. In
her Florence speech in September 2017, the Prime Minister proposed a
two year transitional period after March 2019.
 UK continues as a full EU member until March 2019 with access to the
single market and tariff free trade between the EU and UK. Different
sectors of the UK economy will leave the single market and tariff free
trade at different times during the two year transitional period.
 The UK and EU would attempt to negotiate, among other agreements, a
bi-lateral trade agreement over that period.
 The UK would aim for a negotiated agreed withdrawal from the EU,
although the UK could also exit without any such agreements in the
event of a breakdown of negotiations.
 If the UK exits without an agreed deal with the EU, World Trade
Organisation rules and tariffs could apply to trade between the UK and
EU - but this is not certain.




On full exit from the EU: the UK parliament would repeal the 1972
European Communities Act.
The UK will then no longer participate in matters reserved for EU
members, such as changes to the EU’s budget, voting allocations and
policies.

APPENDIX Z3: Credit Worthiness Policy (Linked to Treasury Management
Practice (TMP1) – Credit and Counterparty Risk Management)
Annual Investment Strategy: The key requirements of both the Code and the
investment guidance are to set an annual Investment Strategy, as part of its
annual Treasury Management Strategy for the following year, covering the
identification and approval of following:
 The Strategy guidelines for choosing and placing investments, particularly
non-specified investments.
 The principles to be used to determine the maximum periods for which
funds can be committed.
 Specified investments that the Council will use. These are high security
(i.e. high credit rating, although this is defined by the Council, and no
guidelines are given), and high liquidity investments in sterling and with a
maturity of no more than a year.
 Non-specified investments, clarifying the greater risk implications,
identifying the general types of investment that may be used and a limit to
the overall amount of various categories that can be held at any time.
Specified investments: These investments are sterling investments of not
more than one-year maturity, or those which could be for a longer period but
where the Council has the right to be repaid within 12 months if it wishes.
These are considered low risk assets where the possibility of loss of principal
or investment income is small. These would include sterling investments which
would not be defined as capital expenditure with:
1. The UK Government, such as the Debt Management Account Deposit
Facility (DMADF), UK Treasury bills or a gilt with less than one year to
maturity.
2. Supranational bonds of less than one year’s duration.
3. A local authority, parish council or community council.
4. Pooled investment vehicles (such as money market funds) that have been
awarded a high credit rating (AAA) by a credit rating agency.
5. A body that is considered of a high credit quality (such as a bank or
building society).
Within these bodies, and in accordance with the Code, the Council has set
additional criteria to define the time and amount of monies which will be
invested in these bodies. This criteria is as described below.
Non-Specified Investments: These are any investments which do not meet
the specified investment criteria. The Council does not currently invest in nonspecified investments, although provision has been made in the Strategy to
invest in in pooled asset funds for periods of over one year should the relevant
opportunity arise, including UK or European Residential Mortgage Backed
Securities (RMBS) The Council will seek guidance on the status of any fund it
may consider using, and appropriate due diligence will also be undertaken
before investment of this type is undertaken.
The Council applies the creditworthiness service provided by Link Asset
Services. This service employs a sophisticated modelling approach utilising
credit ratings from the three main credit rating agencies - Fitch, Moody’s and

Standard and Poor’s. The credit ratings of counterparties are supplemented
with the following overlays:




credit watches and credit outlooks from credit rating agencies;
CDS spreads to give early warning of likely changes in credit ratings;
sovereign ratings to select counterparties from only the most
creditworthy countries.

These factors are weighted and combined with an overlay of Credit Default
Swap CDS spreads. The end product is a series of ratings (colour coded) to
indicate the relative creditworthiness of counterparties. These ratings are used
by the Council to determine the suggested duration for investments.
The criteria, time limits and monetary limits applying to institutions or
investment vehicles are:
Minimum
credit criteria
/ colour band

Max % of total
investments/ £
limit per
institution

Max. maturity
period

DMADF – UK
Government

N/A

100%

6 months

UK Government gilts

UK sovereign
rating

£20m

1 year

UK Government
Treasury bills
Money Market Funds
- CNAV
Money Market Funds
- LNAV
Money Market Funds
- VNAV

UK sovereign
rating

£60m

6 months

AAA

£30m

Liquid

AAA

£30m

Liquid

AAA

£30m

Liquid

Local authorities

N/A

£10m

1 year

Yellow*
Purple
Blue
Orange
Red
Green
No Colour
Blue
Orange
Red
Green
No Colour
Yellow*
Purple
Blue
Orange
Red

£30m
£25m
£40m
£25m
£20m
£15m
0
£40m
£25m
£20m
£15m
0
£30m
£25m
£40m
£25m
£20m

Up to 2 years
Up to 2 years
Up to 1 year
Up to 1 year
Up to 6 Months
Up to 100 days
Not for use
Up to 1 year
Up to 1 year
Up to 6 Months
Up to 100 days
Not for use

Term deposits with
banks and building
societies

CDs or corporate
bonds with banks
and building societies

Call accounts and
notice accounts

Liquid

Green
No Colour

Pooled asset funds

£15m
0

£50m

At least 5 years

*for UK Government debt, or its equivalent, Constant Net Asset Value (CNAV) money market
funds and collateralised deposits where the collateral is UK Government debt.

The monitoring of investment counterparties: The credit rating of
counterparties will be monitored regularly. The Council receives credit rating
information (changes, rating watches and rating outlooks) from Link Asset
Services as and when ratings change, and counterparties are checked
promptly. On occasion ratings may be downgraded when an investment has
already been made. The criteria used are such that a minor downgrading
should not affect the full receipt of the principal and interest. Any counterparty
failing to meet the criteria will be removed from the list immediately by the
Executive Director of Resources and Regeneration, and if required new
counterparties which meet the criteria will be added to the list. Any fixed term
investment held at the time of the downgrade will be left to mature as such
investments cannot be broken mid-term.
Accounting treatment of investments: The accounting treatment may differ
from the underlying cash transactions arising from investment decisions made
by this Council. To ensure that the Council is protected from any adverse
revenue impact which may arise from these differences, we will review the
accounting implications of new transactions before they are undertaken.

APPENDIX Z4: Approved Countries for Investments
This list is based on those countries which have sovereign ratings of AA- or
higher (we show the lowest rating from Fitch, Moody’s and S&P) and also have
banks operating in sterling markets which have credit ratings of green or above
in the Link Asset Services credit worthiness service.
AAA









Australia
Canada
Denmark
Germany
Netherlands
Singapore
Sweden
Switzerland

AA+



Finland
USA

AA




Abu Dhabi (UAE)
France
U.K.

AA


Belgium
Qatar

APPENDIX Z5: Requirement of the CIPFA Management Code of Practice
Treasury Management Scheme of Delegation
(i) Full Council


budget consideration and approval;



approval of annual Treasury Management Strategy;



approval of/amendments to the organisation’s Treasury Management
policy statement.

(ii) Public Accounts Committee


receiving and reviewing reports on Treasury Management policies,
practices and activities.

The Treasury Management Role of the Section 151 Officer
The S151 (responsible) officer has responsibility for:


recommending Treasury Management policies for approval, reviewing
the same regularly, and monitoring compliance;



submitting regular Treasury Management policy reports;



submitting budgets and budget variations;



receiving and reviewing management information reports;



reviewing the performance of the Treasury Management function;



ensuring the adequacy of Treasury Management resources and skills,
and the effective division of responsibilities within the Treasury
Management function;



ensuring the adequacy of internal audit, and liaising with external audit;



approval of the division of responsibilities;



approving the organisation’s Treasury Management practices;

